PRODUCT PROFILE

THE GAM TOOLS TEAM
Indispensable lighting control and test tools
Designed and made in Australia by Showcraft
for Great American Market
GAM COMMAND
Handheld DMX control
Provides DMX signal for up to 512 channels.
Operates any DMX device - dimmers, colour changes, moving lights etc - at any level
from zero to 100%.
The perfect remote focus device - complete control from stage.
Easy-to-use full function keyboard allows direct access to any channel or group of
channels. You can call up any dimmer, turn it on at any percentage and/or fade it up
and down. You can set up a group of dimmers as a scene and switch back and forth
between individual dimmers and the group when focusing.
Additional shortcut feature allows you to use a single button to step through each
channel sequentially - as a lamp check, for example.
'Pre-Heat' function can hold all lamps at 2-9% while you're focusing, to minimise
stress on filaments
Provides emergency backup in the event of console failure.
Incorporates cable test feature and can function as a battery-powered troubleshooting
and test device.
Battery operated; sturdy metal case with belt clip.

GAM OPTO-ISO
Compact optical isolator and line splitter
Splits the DMX signal, providing one direct line through, and one optically isolated
output.
Optically isolates the control signal from power surges which can damage equipment.
Isolates the auxillary equipment to prevent feedback into dimming controls which can
wipe out control signal.
Compact and portable: battery powered, with AC adapter available.

GAM SWITCH DMX
Compact priority switcher
Switches automatically between the GAM command and control console - which
eliminates the need to plug and unplug control cables when you want to transfer control
from the stage to the auditorium and back again.
Ideal if you need to set up a backup console - transfers control between two light
boards automatically when one is turned off.
Compact and portable; battery powered, with AC adapter available.

GAM TEST DMX
Handheld DMX cable tester
Checks for presence of DMX signal from any control source.
Tests each line on a DMX cable to ensure continuity and that there are no shorts.
Easy to read LED display.
Battery operated.

